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Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP II) system is 
widely considered as a means to reduce inventory. Yet, 
not many companies can achieve first class user of MRP II 
system. Inventory is still a major problem in some 
companies with MRP 工工 system installed. Are these users 
unable to tap all the benefits from the MRP II system or 
are the MRP II system has some imperfections that cannot 
solve their users' real life business problems ？ 
This study tries to make use of a real-life case to 
look at the causes of the inventory problems in an 
electronics manufacturing company. Solutions will also 
be suggested in this report to the company in the case 
study. 
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Many books and articles on Material Requirement 
Planning (MRP) and Manufacturing Resources Planning (MRP 
II) have quoted inventory reduction as one of the 
benefits of installing such methodology or system. Adam 
and Ebert
1
 mentioned in a section on the benefits of MRP 
system through inventory reduction, 
、、MRP determines how many of a component are needed 
and when, in order to meet the master schedule. MRP 
enables the manager to procure that component as it 
is needed, thereby avoiding costs of excessive 
inventory." 
The very basic capability of MRP system to translate 
master schedule of end products into demands of raw 
material in one processing provides user with more timely 
information to react to changes in master schedule. 
1 ’Material Requirements Prnrinrtion and Oneration Management, Concepts, 




 also quoted a typical gain of 20 to 35 
percent through inventory reduction by 
^getting the right material at the right time via 
better scheduling.“ 
The timeliness in updating demand data of dependent 
demand with respect to changes in independent demand is 
again the source of benefits. On the other hand, 
Parmelee
3
 reported that when MRP II system is used in 
conjunction with JIT (Just-In-Time) philosophy, 
yy
Raw and in-process inventories have decreased about 
60 percent
r
 inventory turns have doubled.〃 
As a result, inventory reduction is becoming a 
taken-for-granted benefit of installing MRP or MRP II 
system by many companies. However, is the function of 
inventory management as simple as getting a report from 
the system and then doing a few data entries into your 
MRP or MRP II system? Are there problems, especially 
inventory problems, that MRP II system cannot solve for 
you? 
In this project, we are going to look at a real-life 
case of performing inventory management in a company with 
MRP II system installed. From the various issues 
2 "The Productivity of Money," MRP TT Unlocking America's Productivity Potential: p.78 
3,,Just-In-Time MRP II Cuts Electronics Inventory 60%," Production Inventpry Review 
with APTCS News: April 1987, p.41 
3 
discussed, it should be apparent that MRP or MRP II 
software is merely a tool to help you control and achieve 
reduction in inventory. Whether you can really benefit 
from such installation also depends on other factors like 
hardware support for the system, expertise to keep 
settings and parameters correct, and company's strategies 
or policies in tackling her business problems. 
Company Background 
Before we go straight into inventory management 
tasks, let
1
s first have an overview of the company in our 
case study and see why inventory management is so 
important to the company. 
The original name of the company will not be used 
here in the report. Instead, let
1
s refer it as company 
XYZ. XYZ Co. is an OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturer) 
of electronics products. Its core business is the 
manufacturing of switching power supplies, chargers and 
adapters. Its products are used mainly on computers 
(mini-, personal, and notebook), photocopying machines, 
telecommunication equipment, and many other digital 
data/signal processing equipment. Based on customers' 
specifications, the company will design new products or 
modify existing standard products to suit customers' 
requirements. She also has its own line of standard 
products that customers can order directly. 
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XYZ Co. has its headquarter based in Hong Kong and 
factories located in China, Hong Kong and Malaysia. She 
also has a design office in her HK headquarter and in 
Singapore. Sales offices are also set up in the United 
States, United Kingdom, Taiwan and Europe. 
This project is centered around one of the 
operations of XYZ Co., namely, its operation in China. 
We will refer to this division as the China Division of 
XYZ Co. The factory in China is located in Bao
1
An County 
near Shekou. It is registered as a wholly foreign-owned 
company. It started its operation in 1989 and was ISO 
9002 certified in 1993 by HKQAA. 
With the recent price war among the manufacturers of 
personal computer (PC), there is tremendous pressure on 
the selling prices of components for PCs. Being one of 
the major components inside a PC, price of switching 
power supplies is inevitably affected. 
The speed of development or change in the PC market 
is so fast that product life is becoming shorter and 
shorter. Products are quickly replaced by other new 
products. For examples, the 386, 486, Pentium, 3.3 V 
Central Processing Uriits (CPUs), power saving options 
(the Green PCs, and the Energy Star program),." all 
these demanded a shorter development lead-time of all 
personal computer systems. This pressure on development 
lead-time is also carried over into switching power 
supplies design and manufacturing. 
5 
As a result, the operation of the China Division is 
threatened by the following factors: 
1. Lead-time dilemma: 
Customers required shorter development lead-time. 
Yet, component lead-time is increasing as fewer and fewer 
manufacturers are interested in the production of 
analogue components in general. The lengthening of 
component lead-time is also worsened by the explosion of 
the Sumitomo plant in Japan in early 1993 which resulted 
in tightening of resin material supply for molding of 
most encapsulated components. Material buffering seems 
to be necessary to achieve short ordering lead-time 
delivery. 
/ 
2. Price dilemma: 
Ever-increasing pressure on product prices but 
leveled (if not increasing) raw material costs eroded 
XYZ Co.'s profit margins. Thus, cost reduction in other 
areas, e.g., administrative cost, indirect labor cost, 
and Research and Development cost, becomes very important 
to keep the company reaping reasonable profit. To this 
end, a smooth and efficient inventory management system 
does help reduce avoidable costs associated with material 
shortages, production line down, material obsolescence, 
etc. Among other alternatives, the company also chose 
6 
the target of becoming a debt-free company as its overall 
business objective. With this target, again, inventory, 
the largest working capital attracts much management 
attention. 
3. Market and Market Share Volatility: 
The recent volatility of the PC market is also 
threatening the company. Many big PC manufacturers 
themselves are suffering from their first net losses 
ever. One of their inevitable reactions is to transfer 
the situation to their suppliers by asking for price 
reduction. They will also try to minimize their own 
inventory and become conservative in forecasting future 
requirement. 
Strong competition also leads to market share 
volatility. That means a customer can switch to your 
competitors for generic products within a short duration, 
and lower your market share dramatically. This may be 
the result of not just price but also lead-time 
competition. 
With the anticipation of increasing importance of 
cost control, the company already replaced its old MRP 
software system with an MRP II software system in 1989. 
The new software system had been available in the market 
for quite some time and has already been proven to be 




 the company also installed an IBM 3090 
mainframe computer to run the MRP II package. Multiple 
instances of the same MRP II system with different 
settings are run on the same machine to provide tailor-
configured system for different Strategic Business Units 
(SBUs) of the company. 
The China Division, similar to other divisions of 
the company, is connected to this mainframe system via a 
Wide Area Network (WAN) using leased data lines. 
Since the MRP 工工 system is such an advanced 
application, it is closely related to the Management 
Information System (MIS) department of XYZ Co. The 
existing MIS department in the company is structured 
under the head office. Its manager reports directly to 
the Chief Financial Officer (CFO)• MIS department 
provides services to all SBUs of the group. However, it 
has been the practice of the MIS department in the 
company to report problems of individual SBU directly to 
head office without giving the individual SBU any chance 
to look into the issue and try fixing it first. As a 
result, the China division (perhaps other divisions as 
well) is reluctant to unveil any internal problems or 
findings in the early stage. To avoid letting MIS know 
what is being investigated at the divisional level for 
improvement, the division used its own resources to 
analyze problems using PCs. 
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Besides, the capacity of the mainframe computer, 
which is housed in the head office and is used to run all 
the MRP II systems for all SBUs of the group, is very 
limited. The division is already suffering from frequent 
loss of system up time because batch processing is taking 
too much of the daily time slot. Currently, the on-line 
system is only available for twelve hours a day for user 
data entry. After that, the system must go off-line the 
remaining twelve hours to perform daily batch processing. 
On weekends, it has to go off-line on Saturday afternoon 
and Sunday for the actual MRP processing. For month 
ends, it has to go off-line starting Friday mid—night to 
allow more time for the batch processing of month end 
reports. It is therefore obvious that both the 、、batch 
window" and the ^on-line window" are currently fully 
occupied. This situation implies that further 
enhancement to the system by means of new computer 
programs will only worsen the availability of the on-line 
environment. 
Because of the above two factors, the division 
prefers to perform problem identification, analysis, and 
problem-solving using personal computers. Unfortunately, 
the connectivity of the mainframe to PC is very poor. 
The only viable communication is through report text 
files. Therefore, the PC analyst in the division has to 
deformat the text report which is collected using some 
9 
utilities to print the report to a disk file instead of 
to printer. 
Yet, results proved that working on PCs is more 
flexible and beneficial to the division. Therefore, in 
the discussions to come, a lot of improvement or 
corrective actions are carried out in terms of PC 
analysis and reports. However, the revert to PC analysis 
does not decline the usefulness of the MRP II system 
running in the mainframe. The PC analysis simply 
supplements the ma inframe tasks and provides more timely 
and better-informed reports. Should more resources be 
available on the mainframe so that more enhancements can 
be run without affecting the on-line window, it is 
believed that all the PC reports and analysis can be 
performed equally well or even better than on the 
mainframe because of direct and more timely access to 
data. 
Objective and Methodology 
Even with an MRP II system, inventory control is not 
a straight-forward task. Management of the company is 
still not satisfied with the large amount of excessive 
inventory of the division. This calls for the 
significance of this study. And, the purpose of the 
project is to: 
1. Evaluate the magnitude of the inventory problems; 
10 
2
• Identify the possible causes of these inventory 
problems (WHY)； 
3. Recommend possible solutions to the problems and 
evaluate feasibility. 
This project is carried out as a single case study
4 
into、、WHY inventory cannot be controlled in XYZ Co. with 
the help of the MRP II system". It is believed that the 
findings can be applicable to at least some similar 
situations. 
As such, special concern will be placed on whether 
the problems identified can be improved or solved using 
the existing MRP II system or not. In fact, most real-
life problems on MRP II applications are due to improper 
configuration
5
 , e.g., settings do not match users' 
requirements. Yet, there are imperfections, or 
improvements yet to be incorporated, in almost all 
computer applications and they may not be able to solve 
some real world business problems. 
Data and other information on the company's 
contemporary inventory management techniques will be 
investigated. Techniques from various sources will be 
investigated for feasibility. Suggestions and 
recommendations will then be summarized. 
'Robert K. Yin. C^ae Study R^nrch. Desitm and Methods 
5 Alan D. Luber. Solving Business Problems with MRP II 
11 
The main idea is that MRP II system MAY NOT BE the 
complete answer to your inventory management problem. It 
is just a tool to help you. Moreover, through the 
typical problems identified in this single case study, it 
should provide some insights to the criteria of selecting 
your next MRP II or even MRP III
s
 system. 
'”MRP III: World Class Control”，Computerize^ Manufacturing. April 1990. 
12 
CHAPTER II 
WHAT IS MRP II 
Material Requirement Planning (MRP) is the name 
given to those computer applications that plan to balance 
material supply and demand with some lot-sizing rules 
like Economic Order Quantity (EOQ). It utilizes 
information from the Bill of Material (BOM) which 
contains basically what and how much is needed to build a 
product, and the master production schedule to explode 
into demands of every item required to support the master 
production schedule. 
MRP system also maintains information on available 
inventory, and outstanding purchase orders. These 
together constitute the supply side of the equation. By 
analyzing the imbalance in supply and demand of each item 
required, MRP system will suggest ordering strategy to 
place future orders. 
Further information to expedite shortages, re-
schedule or cancel existing orders are also provided. 
With further advancement of digital computers, the 
same concept is extended to include other manufacturing 
13 
resources on top of material. When planning of 
production capacity, man-power resource, cash flow, etc. 
are included in the applications, MRP II is used to 
denote "Manufacturing Resources Planning" to distinguish 
it from the traditional approach that considers material 
only. 
In figure 1, the basic components of an MRP II 
system are illustrated. It starts from the top level 
Business Planning System (BPS) which is simply a company-
wide target on revenue in the periods to come. This is 
usually a long-range planning system and specific details 
may not be available. Then comes the Master Production 
Schedule (MPS) which is the medium-term plan with 
details. A rough cut on Capacity Requirement Plan is 
required at this stage to ensure that the MPS is 
supported or to highlight constraints that have to be 
resolved to support the MPS. 
The MPS is fed into the traditional MRP sub-system 
which performs the supply and demand analysis and 
balancing to create action plans. The plan created will 
be validated on capacity and material availability by 
feedback loops. This means that users of the system have 
to obtain reports from the system to identify problems 
with capacity and material availability. If the MPS is 
instead not supported by material schedules or capacity 
plans, the original MPS must be refined and the whole 
process starts over again. 
14 
Further details to the working of the MRP II system 




MRP II SYSTEM IN XYZ COMPANY 
By replacing the old MRP system with the existing 
MRP II system, XYZ company is now able to cope with the 
following critical issues that she was unable to handle 
before 1989: 
1. Time phased engineering changes 
2. Delaying placing purchase orders 
3. Handling of alternative sources 
The first two issues have already been discussed in 
detail in Luber' s book
7
 • The old MRP system in the 
company allowed only one version of the bills of 
materials to exist at a time. Any changes to bills of 
materials take effect immediately. If part A is replaced 
with part B, the system will tell store people to use 
part B immediately leaving part A in inventory and not 
used up. Part A ends up in the list of obsolete 
materials. 
With the new MRP II system, you can tell the system 
to implement the change two months later. In the mean 
7 Alan D. Luber. Solving Business Problems with MRP II. p. 27 & p. 72 
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time, part A will still be used. Schedules to ship the 
product two months later will demand part B 
automatically. This avoided a lot of manual effort to 
prevent parts becoming obsolete unnecessarily. 
The old MRP system also automatically orders 
material as soon as a requirement is known. The facts 
that the requirement may be six months later, and it 
requires only two weeks to get the part, will not stop 
the system from telling the buyers to place the order 
now. This resulted in material being ordered too soon. 
Schedules for shipments six months from now may change 
later. Then system will tell buyers to modify the 
quantity on the purchase order. All such manual effort 
could have been saved if the original order was not 
placed yet
 # 
The new MRP II system incorporated vendor lead-time 
data on the item master. System will not request buyer 
to place order until it is needed. In the example 
mentioned above, the system will not tell the buyer to 
place order until two weeks before the quantity is 
required. 
The third issue is specific to the way the old MRP 
package is designed and used. In the old system, the 
vendor information is built into the item number itself. 
This caused difficulties when two suppliers are supplying 
17 
the parts with functions identical in all aspects. 
Examples will include simple resistors. Same functional 
parts will be referred to by two different item numbers. 
This led to unnecessary difficulties in allocating the 
two parts between different demands. 
In the new system, taking advantage of the 
opportunity to redesign the item numbering convention and 
the availability of separate vendor information data 
base, the company is now using same item number for one 
functional part. Vendor related information is left to 
the Purchase Control System. 
In fact, the installation of the MRP 工工 system also 
helped the company in getting ISO 9002 certification in 
1993: 
1. With the detail records in the MRP II system, 
traceability is possible upon request. In case a 
component from a certain vendor is found to have 
reliability or even safety problem in the field, the 
division can make use of the week code on the 
product to trace back the period that the lot of 
problematic component is used. She can also 
identify the range of other possible products (if 
any) which may be affected. Corrective action can 
then be initiated to concerned parties. 
18 
2. With the company-wide database of vendor information 
within the MRP II system, vendor qualification can 
be easily and centrally controlled. In case a 
certain vendor is dis-qualified, the information can 
be updated onto the database immediately. Further 
order loading to this dis-qualified vendor will then 
be prohibited. Outstanding purchase order(s) on the 
supplier can also be summarized easily for 
disposition. This capability is equally applicable 
when a part is dis-qualified and should no longer be 
used. 
3. One of the biggest contribution of the MRP II system 
in helping to get 工 SO certification is on 
Engineering Change Control. The Bill of Material 
system in MRP II acts as the company-wide database. 
Authorized engineering changes, after proper sign -
off, can be updated to the system and every 
concerned party will be alerted as the system will 
act per the changes right on the next processing. 
Capability to handle time-phased Engineering Changes 
helps keep track of current, past and future 
revisions. 
4. The fact that only authorized users are allowed to 
update critical information ensures data integrity 
in the company-wide database. For instance, only 
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authorized persons from the Engineering department 
are allowed to maintain the BOM, master scheduler to 
update master schedule, and buyers to update their 
own purchasing related data, and so on. 
5. Demand pegging is the standard feature in MRP II. 
With it, demand of every component can be traced 
back to its related product, then to the 
corresponding master schedule, to the corresponding 
customer order and so on. This ensures that every 
purchase order is supported by corresponding 
documentation. 
The foregoing features and the fact that the system 
has been proven in other installations saved the company 
a lot of effort explaining to the auditors of ISO 
certification how the related clauses in the ISO 
standards are being met. The division needs only to 
ensure a proper paper-work flow system for the 
authorization of these activities. 
After understanding the benefits of MRP II compared 
with the older MRP package and how MRP II helped the 
company in obtaining ISO certification, it is necessary 
to quote some critical parameters of the configuration, 
and indicators that show the size of the MRP II system in 
Company XYZ: 
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1, Lot-sizing rule: 
Although a number of advanced options are available, 
the company chose to use the Lot-For-Lot
8
 rule. Based on 
this rule, the system will suggest buyers to place a 
purchase order to cover demand within a defined period 
when vendor lead-time window is due. This rule has its 
beauty of simplicity. Ridenoure
9
 also suggested 
designing 
^material order policies based on pareto analysis 
(ABC) to limit the order lot sizing of expensive 
material". 
Besides, by linking the period covered with ABC 
Classification, the company is able to define a level of 
inventory that is theoretically attainable. In fact, the 
division is reluctant to change to use the more optimal 
approach of Economic Ordering Quantity in lot sizing 
because she finds forecast volatility and engineering 
changes created a lot of obsolescence in the past. By 
employing a sub-optimal lot-for-lot rule, the company can 
estimate and control its risk of obsolescence in return. 
8 "Material Requirements Planning", Production and Operations Management, Concepts, 
Models, and Behavior, p. 356 
9 Ridenoure, Scott W. "The ABC's of an Inventory Autopsy - Why Is It Here ？”， 
Production & Inventory Review with APTCS News. June 1991. 
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2. Some critical parameters: 
MRP processing is run weekly. In fact, the software 
package is capable of running MRP processing every day. 
However, the division believes that daily MRP would be 
too frequent. There will not be sufficient time for the 
human side of the system to react. 
The size of the database should also illustrate the 
complexity of material management in XYZ company. There 
are totally sixteen thousand items in the item master, 
but among these only two thousand are active• Besides, 




THE INVENTORY PROBLEMS 
First of all, let's look at the inventory status of 
the company in 1993. Figure 2 and 3 show the inventory 
value and inventory turns of the company in 1993. Figure 
4 shows the sales turnover of the company in 1993. 
The inventory turns of 6.3 at the end of year 1993 
is quite far away from management
1
s target of nine turns. 
Despite the deviation from the management target on 
inventory turns, the company is already at a net cash 
position at the end of year 1993, and is now the number 
one supplier of power conversion products as a whole. 
However, overall market share is only around 8 percent. 
Moreover, as at the end of year 1993, slow_moving or non-
moving inventory in the company also amounted to 
US$860,000 which is roughly 7 percent of the total 
inventory value at that time. 
The fact that there are sixteen thousand different 
parts in the item master virtually rejected the 
possibility of using human intelligence to handle 
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inventory management. An MRP II system is therefore a 
suitable candidate. 
In this study, we conducted interviews with key 
personnel who have bearings in the area of inventory 
management. Summarizing their views and the factual 
information, a fish-bone diagram is constructed and is 
shown in figure 5. Details about major entries on the 
fish-bone diagram will be discussed. 
High Level of Excess and No Current Use Inventory 
、、Excess and no current use inventory," which is also 
termed 、、slow or non-moving inventory, “ amounted to 7 
percent of the total inventory value of the company at 
the end of year 1993. The following factors that 
contributed to this high level of non-active inventory 
are identified 
Engineering Changes 
There are frequent Engineering Changes requesting 
immediate effectivity. These changes may have been 
raised per customer change of specification or as a fix 
to design problem. However, the change potentially 
creates slow or non-moving inventory. Why? This is 
because a large portion of the parts used to manufacture 
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the end products are either shipped out three to five 
weeks before the ex-factory date of the product (for 
overseas delivery) or started to be fabricated by local 
vendor (for local delivery)• 
Some engineering changes in itself may not 
necessarily cause obsolescence. However, owing to the 
ineffective coordination among responsible parties, 
obsolescence is still resulted. Take an example, when 
part to be phased out by this month end is in shortage, 
buyers may simply search for alternative to keep the 
production line running• They may not aware that the 
original part/ when arrived later, may become dead 
inventory in the stock room until it is written off the 
book and scrapped later. 
For changes that are intended to be phased in 
gradually, the MRP II system still required a specific 
date for the effectivity. Software system is still not 
intelligent enough to accept generic phase-in changes 
like "'Change to use part B instead of part A when 
inventory on hand of part A is used up." Instead you can 
only tell the system "Change to use part B instead of 
part A starting 02 May, 1994." An exact date of 
implementation is always required. To estimate the most 
appropriate effectivity date, latest supply and demand 
details are analyzed. Once the date is fixed, if 
concerned buyer does not update the result accordingly 
when supply and demand situation changes, parts ordered 
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for forecast, which is removed after the initial check, 
may become dead inventory. 
For example, if part A is to be replaced by part B 
after using up existing stock, buyer will look at the on-
hand inventory of part A first, say 1000 pes. Demand for 
part A will be counted and may find out that this 1000 
pes can be used up in three months by firm customer 
orders of 600 pes total and forecasted demand of another 
400 pes. So, the change will be entered into the MRP 工工 
system to be effective three months from now. After 
that, sales people changes their estimation of the future 
demand of the product. Forecasted demand for part A, 
therefore, dropped from 400 pes to 300 pes. If the buyer 
do not delay the effectivity of the change, 100 pes of 
part A will not be used up when the change is 
implemented. 
Corrective Actions: 
Excess and no current use inventory is summarized 
regularly. Reason code is added to every item that 
appears in the list. Dollar impact on inventory due to 
every engineering change is evaluated and summarized to 
management and corresponding parties periodically. This 
may not eliminate the problem. Nevertheless, this 
procedure can associate the problem with its originator. 
In case changes are requested by customer, claims 
will be made to customer (after balancing potential 
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impact on relationship with customer) to recover the 
losses due to obsolescence. 
Forecast Fluctuation 
Forecast fluctuation is perhaps experienced by every 
manufacturing company. Forecast, by definition, is a 
guess and a guess only. However, the company is caught 
into a very difficult situation by the lead-time dilemma 
that customers are placing official orders for typically 
8-week demand only while the company needs to place 
orders to its vendors for 12-week to 16-week demand 
depending on the ordering lead-time required by 
individual supplier. This leaves the company with net 
liability to pay vendors which is not covered by 
corresponding sales orders. 
This is not unreasonable for customers to place firm 
orders for 8-week demand only under the current market 
situation. Some customers do not really know whether 
they can sell their expected number of product two months 
later in this volatile PC market. However, check in 
figure 6, which is a sample summary of the lead-time 
requested by the division's vendors on the parts, it can 
be seen that a large portion of the parts have a supplier 
lead-time longer than eight weeks. 
On top of this vendor lead-time/ the factory itself 
needs a two-week manufacturing time to complete the 
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product. That means, at the time when customer places an 
8-week lead-time order, the company should have already 
placed orders for all raw material with vendor lead-time 
longer than six weeks. 
The only source of information to know how much to 
order before receiving an official customer order is the 
sales forecast. The division is therefore forced to 
drive its MRP for firm and forecast demand within nine 
months (which is around 39 weeks as the company uses a 
13-week quarter in its working calendar) to provide 
sufficient visibility in future demand of components. In 
fact, some components required an ordering lead-time of 
2 6 weeks. The 39-week window on MRP provides only a 13-
week window of forecast to suppliers of these parts. 
Fortunately, the MRP II system of the company is 
capable of requesting buyers to place purchase orders 
only at lead-time. (Some less sophisticated system is not 
capable of doing so.) That is, system will not ask 
buyers to place purchase order (P〇） on a 6-week lead-time 
part for all the requirement in the 39 weeks. It will 
only tell buyers to place PO now for the requirement 
within a time bucket (which is to be defined item by item 
and is a one-week bucket for the most active parts) six 
weeks later. 
However powerful the system may be, "Garbage in 
garbage out" is still the rule. A lot of purchase orders 
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placed for forecasted demand have to be cancelled or re-
scheduled when forecasts are not realized. Inaccurate 
forecast, therefore, definitely contributes to the 
inventory problem. 
Corrective Actions: 
Volatility in forecast is being summarized regularly 
and brought to management attention• However, there is 
nothing that can be done from the company alone. Sales 
Department is assigned the responsibility to work with 
customers more closely to understand their forecast 
better. 
In extreme cases where all forecast for a model is 
removed, which potentially rendered a lot of parts to 
become dead inventory, a claim list similar to the one 
discussed in customer order cancellation below will be 
generated. This keeps management alert of the impact of 
forecast changes. 
Customer Order Cancellation 
Whenever a customer cancels its order, which is 
usually within 8 weeks of shipment, the company is stuck 
with parts ordered. The company attempted to prepare 
claims in the past but was not very successful because 
cancellation liability could not be estimated quickly and 
accurately. There were disputes between sales people and 
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the factory on what items and how many of each item 
should the customer be liable for. Sales people, who are 
supposed to expedite customer concur and payment, are not 
very aggressively following up with these kinds of 
activities. Perhaps, sales people are afraid of 
impairing their relationship with customer by doing so. 
Corrective Action: 
A report from the MRP II system showing the excess 
and no current use inventory and purchase orders is used 
to generate Claim List on customer cancellation based on 
the Bill of Material of the corresponding end product 
cancelled. This kind of report is not included as part 
of the MRP II package. A sample is shown in figure 7. 
Management Reluctant to Write Off 
Management has been reluctant to authorize write off 
dead inventory. Questions on possible use-up in form of 
concession, on higher salvage values, etc., have been the 
major concerns. These are valid concerns as write off 
usually affects the business
1
s bottom line directly 
unless provision had been properly prepared for in the 
budget. However, keeping the dead inventory in store 
will only do harms to the company. 
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Corrective action: 
It is suggested to prepare a weekly summary of write 
off documents generated by the division but is not yet 
signed off by management. Besides, on every write off 
submission, a justification should also be attached. 
Should the items being written off is caused by customer 
cancellation, customer
1
s agreement to settle the claim 
will definitely speed up the approval cycle. 
All these actions help take the excess and no 
current use inventory out from the stock room (either 
main store or off-site warehouse) to free up more space 
for turning around of active inventory. 
Long Lead-Time of Components 
In the section on forecast fluctuation above, the 
problem with component lead-time has already been 
mentioned. In spite of the general pressure on 
decreasing lead—time, the division is actually 
experiencing vendors asking for longer lead—time. This 
is typically on capacitors. 
Corrective Action: 
The Corporate Procurement of head office has been 
assigned to negotiate with vendors for better lead-time 
or to source vendors locally to shorten the lead-time. 
This will not be a short term exercise. 
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Active Inventory Level Higher Than 
Management Expectation 
"What is a justified expectation of inventory 
level?" is always difficult to answer. In an attempt to 
assess what should be the target, the ABC Inventory 
Analysis is used. The MRP 工工 package included an ABC 
ANALYSIS REPORT on projected usage. A sample is included 
in figure 8. Using ABC Classification
1 0
 , those items 
accounting for the top 80 percent of total projected 
usage value are classified as "A" class items. The next 
10 percent as "B" class items while the remaining 10 
percent will be classified as "C" class items. Items 
without usage in the projected horizon will have blank 
class. 
Management expected that all、、A" class items will be 
procured for a 5-day
1
s requirement (under the Lot-For-Lot 
rule used in setting up the current MRP II system)• This 
requires vendor delivery every week. Similar requirement 
is also applicable for、、B" and、、C" class items for 20-day 
and 40-day respectively. Assuming that the average 
inventory level will be half of the total requirement in 
the procurement bucket (i.e., 2.5 days of requirement for 
class、、A" items) , the inventory turns can be estimated as 
follows: 
10 "Inventory Control Applications”, Production and Operations Management, p. 502 
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、、A" class items constitute 80 percent of total 
projected usage value. Average inventory will be 2.5 
days because of the 5-day Purchase Order bucket. 、、B" 
class items, which constitute 10 percent of total 
projected usage value, have 10-day of average inventory. 
Similarly, 、、C" class items, which constitute 10 percent 
of total projected usage value, have 20-day of average 
inventory. 
Thus, inventory allowed for procurement bucket 
= 2 . 5 * 0.8 + 10 * 0.1 + 20 * 0.1 
= 5 days of average daily material cost 
WIP (Works in Progress) held up in shop-floor is 10-
day (the average lead-time of manufacturing for the 
division) while FG (Finished Goods) held up in store 
before shipment is 5-day maximum. 
Since WIP and FG are valuated at higher value to 
account for the labor costs and overhead absorption as 
the product is assembled, the factors of 1.1 for WIP and 
1.2 for Finished Goods are used. Then, the following 
will be the estimated days of inventory held up on 
average: 
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Expected inventory level 
= 5 + 10 * 1.1 + 5 *1.2 
= 2 2 days of average daily material cost 
This 22-day of inventory is roughly equal to twelve 
inventory turns (250 days in a year divided by 22 days). 
Of course, this estimation is based on active inventory 
only. Management therefore believes that a requirement 
of nine turns be reasonable on net inventory. Current 
inventory level is at around six to seven turns and is 
higher than management expectation. As a result, 
divisional management has to submit weekly status and 
projection of inventory level to head office. 
Note that the target of nine turns on inventory is 
equivalent to about 27.8 days of average daily material 
costs. Compared with the theoretical value of 22, the 
division has 5.8 days or 26 percent for leverage. 
The following factors are identified to cause the 
high level of active inventory: 
Incorrect Purchase Order Time Bucket 
As mentioned above, management of the company 
expected a 5-day bucket for、、A" class items. For、、B" and 
、、C" class items, the expected time buckets are 20-day and 
40-day respectively. However, a snap-shot of the current 
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settings in the item master file reveals results shown in 
Table 1 below: 
TABLE 1 
A SNAP-SHOT OF TIME BUCKET SETTING 
Class A B C Null 
01 day 5 0 1 0 
05 days 324 97 160 13 
10 days 69 156 251 0 
15 days 4 0 32 6 
20 days 5 4 26 0 
40 days 59 160 12525 1 
50 days 0 0 5 0 
Note: 、、Null〃 Class includes those items 
that have zero projected usage in the 
ABC Classification (i.e., not 
required in the horizon of 
calculation). 
It can be seen from the above table that a lot of 
components are set with the incorrect time bucket value. 
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Corrective Action: 
MIS was instructed to prepare a computer program to 
update this time bucket setting according to management's 
expectation. The program should not down-grade the 
control if an item migrates from class 、、A" into class 
、、B". Manual intervention is needed for the down-grade of 
control. This program was implemented starting end of 
February, 1994. 
Inefficient Re-scheduling Activities 
Buyers in the division have been accused of unable 
to react promptly per rescheduling instructions from the 
MRP II system. If POs can be cancelled or re-scheduled 
timely enough, the inventory problem, that can be on an 
active part or on an inactive part, should be avoidable. 
The following are quoted as difficulties encountered with 
this approach: 
System not designed to de-expedite
1 1 
Similar to many other MRP II packages, the system 
that the company is using can suggest rescheduling of 
existing orders to meet changing requirements. However, 
the system will only report its suggestion once on the 
Planning Action Report which is standard among MRP II 
11 "The Inventory Problem”，Solving Business Problems with MRP II. p. 70 
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packages. If nothing is acted on by the planner and 
buyer, and there is no change in the total supply and 
demand, the suggestion will not be printed again in later 
reports. That item may not even appear in later report. 
This is what is termed "Report on Exceptions only." 
This phenomenon raised two concerns: 
1. Manager cannot focus on critical activities when 
there is no report to highlight the priority of all 
these re—scheduling activities. Priority in this 
sense will be connected with dollar impact of each 
re-scheduling activity, 
2. Buyers, if occupied by other management focus (e.g., 
shortages) , may be less initiative to act on re-
schedules . If management cannot prioritize, then it 
will never be under control. 
Vendors do not accept cancellation. 
It is natural that vendors will not accept 
cancellation so easily. The company itself does not 
accept cancellation by its customer easily either. This 
is really a difficult task for purchasing to achieve. 
However, the company in some cases may not be in any 
better situation with some of the big suppliers of 
electrical component. The volume of business with them 
is not big from the supplier's perspective • They can 
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shut the production lines of the company down simply by 
putting deliveries on credit hold. The company had come 
across a number of situations that it needs to accept 
delivery of definitely slow or non—moving items to 
prevent credit hold situation of other critical parts. 
Other similar situations will be found on vendors 
with whom the company needs an urgent delivery. This 
also limits the company
1
 s leverage on the issue of 
pushing order cancellation. 
The company also has some small vendors which are 
forced into financial problems when the company cancels 
major business with them with short prior notice. This 
causes some conflicts between business objectives and 
moral standard. The company does not want to cause its 
vendors to go bankruptcy. Humane considerations again 
causes some slow or non-moving inventory coming into 
dock. 
Corrective Actions: 
Again, PC report is developed to highlight 
priorities to purchasing managers on the top 20 percent 
of rescheduling activities. This usually covers the top 
80 percent of value of such activities. This allows 
purchasing managers to push and monitor buyers for 
actions in a possible and effective way. A sample of 
this report is included as figure 9. 
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Ineffective Time Fencing 
Time fencing is generally quoted as a crucial 
element in maintaining the stability of an MRP or MRP II 
system in the short term. However, the lead-time dilemma 
that the company is experiencing is destroying any time 
fence that has developed. A frozen window of 8 weeks was 
set up in the company to prohibit changes in MPS 
requirement within the window. However, management 
itself is starting to destroy the time fence because 
customers are asking for shorter and shorter ^order to 
delivery" lead-time that the company is unable to meet 
with this frozen window. 
No corrective action seems to be feasible in this 
area except that the company should review its overall 
business policy to see whether it is justified to plan 
for buffer finished product as well, and to start some 
degree of 、、！nake to forecast" activity. 
Ineffective Control 
Inventory control has been considered to be very 
ineffective in the division. Vendors' early deliveries 
are not c o n t r o l l e d or not even highlighted for management 
attention. Re—scheduling activities are not followed up 
closely and prioritized with management involveitient when 
necessary. All these stem from the bulkiness of reports 
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from the MRP II system. Full review of all suggestions 
on these reports is not feasible. As a result, a number 
of PC reports are developed to highlight priorities using 
the 20-80 rule similar to the ABC Classification. 
Vendor Early Deliveries 
Early deliveries from vendors were identified as one 
area that no control was exercised in the past. 
Shipments will be received as long as there is a 
corresponding purchase order within the system. Whether 
vendor is shipping the goods, say, two months ahead, is 
not considered. This unnecessarily increased the 
inventory of the division. If payment is also settled 
routinely, the division also worsens its cash flow 
situation. 
Although there is a standard report from the MRP II 
system on early receipts, it shows all details and is 
intended for operational level staff. Management again 
needs a concise summary. 
Corrective Action: 
A PC report is developed to summarize those early 
receipts that are more than 5 days earlier than requested 
date. A sample is shown in figure 10. 
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The same report requires buyer and purchasing 
manager to assign disposition to the receipts. 
Alternatives include: 
a) Return to vendor. 
b) Accept shipment but delay payment until original 
scheduled delivery date. 
c) Accept shipment without further action. 
Critical cases had been identified via this early 
receipt report. In one incident, arrangement was made to 
ship the goods back to vendor partially as they are 
shipped two months before requested date. 
Ineffective Priority of Purchasing Activities 
This has been touched on in the section of in-
efficient re—scheduling activities. The same PC report 
is used to prioritize activities in purchasing and for 
management control. Purchasing manager regularly reviews 
with buyers on the progress of the activities mentioned 
in the reports in the order presented. 
Ineffective Follow-Up of Discrepancies 
Managers are facing difficulties in identifying 
issues to follow up with the buyers. The PC reports now 
prioritize the activities and allow follow-up task to be 
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taken easily in the order presented. However, the 
managers are also reminded that, due to high volatility 
of demand in the MRP II system, the priorities shown on 
the reports will also change frequently. These must be 
reviewed more regularly to ensure proper follow-up. 
Unable to Project Inventory Within Tolerance 
Before one can effectively control inventory, you 
must be able to project it within a certain bandwidth. 
However, there is no standard report from the MRP II 
system that helps one to do so. The only two reports 
related to this function are: 
- P r o j e c t e d Inventory Value report. 
一 Excess and Obsolete Inventory and Supply report. 
However, the projected inventory value report is 
based on status quo and does not incorporate any 
improvements that can be achieved. Also, it does not 
include the magnitude of actionable values that 
management can assess their confidence of achieving. 
Basically, divisional management needs more information 
on top of this standard report to perform better 
inventory projection and control. 
It should be noted that the MRP II package that the 
company is using is designed based on a push and pull 
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logic. The standard MRP system pushes buyers to place 
the orders in order to avoid shortages. Facility to warn 
users of excessive purchases and inventory is not handled 
in the standard MRP section in any satisfactory level. 
On the other hand, the Excess and Obsolete Supply and 
Inventory report summarizes the impact beyond a certain 
horizon (120 days or 6 months for the company) • This 
highlights the actions required to avoid excess and 
obsolete six months later. This is considered not enough 
in the situation of volatile market that the company is 
engaged in. 
In an attempt to formalize a procedure to project 
inventory level within tolerance, the following factors 
are identified that may prevent accurate projection: 
Alternative Parts 
Many MRP II packages are programmed to drive for 
demand of primary parts only. That means, if a product 
has a component that can be sourced from more than one 
vendor or there are multiple functional parts that can 
serve the same purpose, only the one that is called as 
the primary part in the Bill of Material will be driven 
by the MRP system. The other part simply serves as a 
reference in the BOM. This is closely related to the 
part numbering system of the company. 
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Currently, if parts from multiple sources or vendors 
are functionally identical, only one part number is 
assigned. The different sources are distinguished by 
different source code which is basically ignored by the 
MRP system when balancing supply and demand. This 
creates no difficulty if buyer wants to maintain multiple 
sources. He or she simply places purchase orders to 
different vendors for a share of the total demand. MRP 
II system is still capable of balancing supply and demand 
perfectly. 
However, in cases where the parts are not identical 
(examples are the semi-conductors which each manufacturer 
is supplying functionally compatible but not identical 
parts) but are functionally suitable for a certain 
application/ the situation is a bit more difficult to be 
solved. The following example helps to illustrate the 
situation: 
Case 1: Same part number: 
Part 149-00000001 is a resistor which can be sourced 
from three different vendors. Because resistors are 
simple, the parameters are identical from the sources. 
These sources are interchangeable in all applications. 
Therefore, same part number is assigned to parts from 
different vendors. MRP makes no distinction among the 
sources in balancing supply and demand. 
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Case 2: Different part number: 
Part 211-00000010 is a semi-conductor from Motorola. 
Part 211-00000020 is another semi-conductor from Hitachi. 
They served similar applications but since parameters are 
different, they are not considered to be globally 
interchangeable. However, in the application in product 
、、FG0001 〜 i t happens that both parts can be used (because 
the parameters that are different are not important in 
this specific application). To code the use of two parts 
in the same product as alternative, almost every MRP II 
package requires you to code one as the primary and the 
other as the secondary. System will only tell buyers to 
buy the primary part only. The secondary part is for 
reference only. That is why most MRP II packages are 
said to be designed for single source application. 
Actually, dynamic allocation among alternatives is 
difficult to program logically. However, real-life 
applications may not be fully supported by the proposal 
of single source. The following considerations in the 
company lead to inevitable use of alternatives or 
multiple sourcing: 
a) Small vendor volume: 
For some parts, any single vendor will not be able 
to support all your requirement. The company definitely 
needs to source alternative parts and use both parts 
concurrently. 
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b) Strategic parts: 
For parts that are used on many products, if the 
company sticks to single source and this single vendor 
has fatal shut down (e.g. Explosion of Sumitomo plant in 
Japan)• All your products will be affected. The company 
definitely does not want to be locked into this kind of 
situation (She experienced similar crisis in the past). 
Sourcing functionally compatible parts from more than one 
source helps to minimize the impact of problem with a 
major supplier. You still have the other sources with 
which the company is keeping close relationship in case 
of emergency. 
The above discussions should have clearly 
illustrated the necessity for multiple sourcing. 
Nevertheless, the MRP II system that the company is using 
definitely has no solution to balance supply and demand 
on alternative parts. Demand is always being driven on 
primary parts. System keeps telling buyers to release 
more POs on the primary part (since supply is less than 
demand)• On the other hand, system also keeps telling 
buyers to re-schedule POs placed on the alternative parts 
(since no demand is seen by MRP) • This dilemma is the 
main drawback of the system that we can identify. We are 
not sure whether this is generally found in other 
packages or in other companies. Yet, this caused a lot 
of confusion on the system data and reports. 
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Corrective Actions: 
After reviewing with the system people in MIS, the 
possible solutions include: 
a
) Code Bill of Material with fractional usage. 
For example, code 0.5 pes for 211-00000010 and 0.5 
pes for 211-00000020. 
This is undesirable as every lot of finished product 
will have half quantity from each source. Future 
traceability will be more difficult. Also, the system's 
internal checking for unreasonable fractional usage for 
the "PCS" unit of measure has to be turned off. This 
potentially switches off one of the important data 
integrity checking mechanism in the system. 
b) Regular swap between the sources: 
The Bill of Material should be changed regularly 
(say once every two weeks) to drive demand for half and 
half on both sources. This is better than (a) but 
involves work in the Engineering division which is not 
under full control by the factory. They will be 
reluctant to accept more workload to solve the situation 
which is "A Material Problem". 
c
) volume share among models: 
This alternative is to code one part as primary in 
one product and code the other as primary in another 
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product• If these products are manufactured roughly at 
the same rate, the company can then both achieve keeping 
multiple vendors alive and working, and avoiding many 
system issues. The concern here will be whether model 
sharing can actually be identified and evaluated 
regularly. 
This alternative is considered not desirable by the 
division as it requires a knowledgeable person to define 
and maintain the share regularly. 
d) Use of dummy supply and demand: 
This approach involves creating a dummy supply and 
demand to re-direct the demand on primary parts into 
demands of alternative parts. In actual implementation, 
a supply will be created on the primary part and a demand 
created on the alternative part concurrently. This 
balances the supply and demand of both items. However, 
it also inflates the total demand and supply in the 
system. 
Among the four alternatives above, the division 
chose the option (d) • Although this approach somewhat 
tackles the business problem by enhancing the current 
package, the enhancement itself is creating confusion to 
other users who are not trained to understand the other 
reports under the influence of this enhancement. 
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Goods In Transit 
Goods in transit is one of the major items in the 
inventory report of the division. In the past, it is 
always estimated. The following factors prevent an 
accurate goods in transit (GIT) figure from practical 
reach: 
a) Vendor may not send all invoices per cut-off; 
b) Invoices sent may be on its way at cut-off; 
c) Someone from purchasing has to distinguish valid 
invoices from early shipped ones; 
d) It is difficult to define cut—off for vendor 
invoices. 
In an attempt to estimate GIT, we use the full list 
of outstanding Purchase Orders from the division. We 
also ask the purchasing managers to estimate the in-
transit time for shipment from each vendor. Local 
vendors are excluded from this estimation as no GIT will 
be provided for local shipments. Based on these in— 
transit times and the PO details, we estimated a US$1.5 
million GIT at year end of 1993. However, managers in 
the material department are not confident in the 
estimation and continue to use the estimate from account 
department• 
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Anyway, it can be seen that GIT figure in actual is 
usually estimated and is difficult to get exact. 
Consumption of Active Inventory and Reconciliation 
of Supply and Demand 
To cope with the difficulty on the possible 
imbalance in supply and demand due to existence of 
alternative parts, together with managers in the 
division, we tried to establish a method to project 
inventory by breaking down the demand and supply details 
in the coming months first. Again, because of capacity 
constraint and lead-time for enhancement on the 
mainframe, the division chose to perform analysis on PC. 
Current inventory is divided into: 
a) Non-available inventory. 
This is portion of the inventory that includes 
rejected parts. This portion of the inventory is not 
useable in any future period. Disposition to discard as 
soon as possible is needed. This is assumed to stay 
constant in the six months to come unless a schedule to 
dispose has been worked out. 
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b
) Excess and Obsolete inventory. 
This will be the amount included in the Excess and 
Obsolete inventory report. This is constant in the next 
six months. 
c) Active inventory. 
This portion of the inventory should be gradually 
consumed in the coming months. Schedules of consumption 
can actually be worked out from the Supply and Demand 
analysis. 
This divides the existing inventory into a fixed 
base plus a gradually decreasing portion. 
Besides current inventory, supply and demand must 
also be considered. On the supply side, the following 
categories are established: 
a) Purchase Orders placed and needed: 
This is the portion of the supply that is scheduled 
as needed. No change is required on these. 
jb) Purchase Orders to be cancelled or re-scheduled from 
each month: 
This portion summarizes the supply orders that 
should be rescheduled out or cancelled. This is 
calculated on the basis of each month. 
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cj Additional Purchase Orders to be released: 
This summarizes the amount of material that is not 
supported by the current PO schedules. Additional 
material must be ordered to avoid shortages. 
Note that under this way of categorization, POs to 
pull-in will be shown under categories (b) and (c) 
simultaneously. For example, if an order is placed for 
July for $30,000 of material which is actually needed in 
June. $30, 000 will be included in category (b) in July 
and in category (c) in June. 
Finally, on the demand side, the following summary 
is required: 
a) Demand backed up by corresponding shipment schedule: 
This includes those demands that are valid for 
finished product shipment. 
b) Demand put into system for buffering purpose: 
There are demands in the system for material 
buffering. These demands will be re-scheduled on a 
regular basis but will usually not consumed. 
With all these details available, the material 
management team can assess the amount of supply orders 
that they feel confident to achieve rescheduling with 
vendors. They can also assess the inventory impact of 
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every demand that is kept for buffering purpose. After 
that, they can finally project the inventory levels in 
the weeks to come. 
Inaccurate Inventory Record 
Inventory accuracy is one of the factors affecting 
the effectiveness of an MRP or MRP II system. Most 
systems require an accuracy of over 95 percent in 
inventory records. In some cases, users (typically 
material picker) of the system are unable to locate parts 
that, according to system records, should be found on a 
certain rack in the main store. Such unexpected shortage 
leads to expedition of parts at top urgency. Otherwise, 
master schedule conimitted will have to be re-scheduled. 
From inventory control point of view on that part, 
this may not affect the inventory level as any purchase 
resulted will be used up very shortly after receiving the 
parts. In case inventory of a certain part is overstated 
in the computer records, identification of the problem 
will cause downward adjustments on inventory figures 
(usually small)• On the other hand, upward adjustments 
will be resulted in case inventory is understated in the 
records• 
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The major concern related to inventory control is 
that such unexpected shortages allows no lead-time to 
vendors and may not be satisfied even by paying premium. 
As a result, schedule to ship out the product will have 
to be delayed. This dramatically increases inventory 
level at cut-off time (either as raw material inventory 
if not assembled, or as Work-in-Progress if partly 
assembled) as all the components of the product are not 
consumed as expected. 
The following factors are identified to affect 
inventory accuracy in Company XYZ: 
1. Space Limitation; 
2. Staff Training; 
3. Policy and Procedure; 
4. Cycle Counting. 
Space Limitation 
The main store occupies around 8, 000 sq. ft. in the 
factory in B a o
f
A n . Although there are separate areas to 
hold newly received parts waiting for Incoming Quality 
Inspection, finished products, parts rejected due to 
quality reasons, etc., this main store is already fully 
occupied. There have been cases that even the corridors 
between racks were filled with pallets or cartons. This 
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jammed the main store and prevented effective picking 
process from being carried out. 
There is no plan to increase the store area as it is 
believed there should be measures that can be taken to 
avoid future occurrence of store being jammed. 
Corrective Actions: 
It is suggested that slow moving items should be 
identified regularly and removed from the main store to 
off-site warehouse. This leaves valuable space for 
turning around active items, and thus, makes a more 
productive use of the area in main store. 
Items of relatively large physical size, like fan, 
metal box, packaging materials, are controlled separately 
by a special group in the factory. The deliveries of 
these items are on a daily basis and are according to 
latest production schedule in the factory. This is 
somewhat similar to Just—In-Time deliveries* Deliveries 
of such items are also directly from Incoming to 
Production floor. This avoided keeping these items in 
the main store at any moment. 
The lead-time offset feature of the MRP II system is 
also employed on items that are required only at the end 
of the manufacturing process. Such items as output wire 
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assemblies, packaging materials and metal boxes are 
structured to come at a later time compared with other 
items in the Bill of Material. 
Staff Training 
Man-power turnover in the China plant is usually 
high after the Chinese New Year Holiday. This is typical 
for factories in China. When staff go back to their home 
county, which may be as far as the Northern part of 
China, they may get married with the money earned and 
saved. Some are tired of the hard work in the factory 
while some others are attracted by companies nearby or 
even those in other Special Economic Zones (SEZ) like 
Shanghai. Typical man-power turnover after the Chinese 
New Year is from 15 percent to 30 percent. 
It is also typical that more experienced workers are 
prompt to drain to other companies or competitors. 
Such high man-power turnover problem caused 
difficulties in maintaining the qualified skills of the 
work-force. MRP II systems are usually difficult to 
understand even for staff in Hong Kong. Local Chinese 
workers in the factory usually experience more 
difficulties in getting skillful in working with the MRP 
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II system. Regular and quality training is therefore 
important. 
However, the MRP II system in the company was bought 
from the States and has only English version of manuals. 
Local Chinese workers, therefore, have difficulties in 
reading the original training materials on the MRP II 
system. 
Corrective Actions: 
Activities and exercises to get ISO 9002 certified 
do help in this aspect. Training is a very important 
part in these quality standards. ISO audits already 
require that every worker using the MRP II system must 
have completed qualified training. Refreshment courses 
are also suggested. 
As on the training material, the company is 
arranging to translate the English training material into 
simplified Chinese characters for the local worker in the 
factory. Coupled with up-to-date ^policies and 
procedures" document to be discussed in the next section, 
training should be sufficiently effective to maintain 
users' proficiency in using the system. 
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Policies and Procedures 
To ensure correct data are entered the correct way 
and in the correct sequence, most MRP II system require 
that you have ^Policies and Procedures'' set up for every 
activity related to the system. The company has a 
version of such policies and procedures prepared when the 
MRP II system was newly installed. Only minor updates 
were done afterwards. This rendered the document out-
dated and required review and major update. 
Corrective Actions: 
It is suggested that the expert within each section 
is to review the correctness of related sections of the 
policies and procedures of the company. English version 
has to be updated first and then a version in simplified 
Chinese Characters compiled. This document, when 
updated, can be used as another source of reference or 
training material for both new comers and existing 
workers for refreshment training purpose. 
Cycle Counting 
The MRP II system of the company has a very-
primitive feature related to cycle counting. The item 
master contains two fields on、、the next count date" and 
、、the interval between counts". There is a daily report 
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which lists the inventory status of all items whose next 
count date is the current date. After the items are 
listed for cycle counting activities, the next count date 
is incremented by the interval between counts. 
Such a feature has the following drawbacks: 
a) Should users want to incorporate ABC Classification 
into cycle counting activities, the item master must 
be updated regularly. The company actually wants to 
count 、、A" class items once every month, 、、B" class 
items once every quarter, and、、C〃 class items once 
every year. This requires regularly refreshing the 
data in the item master. 
b) Randomness is not incorporated in such feature. The 
selection of items for cycle count is pre-
determined. 
c) For new items, the fields will not be initialized 
with any default value. Actually, when a new item 
is created, it will not have any demand nor 
inventory and will not have any ABC Classification. 
All the above factors prevent an automatic way of 
generating a list for cycle count from the system that 
i n c o r p o r a t e s randomness, proper weighting b y A B C 
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Classification, completeness in covering all the items in 
inventory. 
Corrective Actions: 
Instead of the system standard cycle count report, 
the daily inventory report and the ABC Classification 
Report are used for cycle counting purpose. Counts are 
calculated first to define how many 、、A", 、、B", and 、、C" 
class items are to be counted respectively on a daily 
basis. Then, items are randomly selected among the 、、A" 
class items until the corresponding count is satisfied. 
This goes on for 、、：B〃 class and 、、C〃 class items. This 
method is simple and does not require any complicated 
data update. The only drawback is if an item's inventory 
record is totally missing, it will never be counted. 
However, it is believed that such possibility is very 
small. It should be noted that the standard report from 
the MRP II system does not have this drawback. 
In fact, if cycle counting results show consistent 
accuracy above 98 percent on a daily basis, the company 
will consider performing inventory audit once every year 
instead of twice every year. 
It should be stressed that the corrective actions to 
fix the root cause of every discrepancies found in cycle 
counts are more important than the count itself. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSION 
Among the corrective actions identified in the 
previous discussions, only the following issues can be 
resolved by enhancing or replacing the existing MRP II 
system in the company: 
a) Alternative Parts handling/ 
b) Goods in Transit estimation/ 
c) Consumption of Active Inventory and Reconciliation 
of Supply and Demand; 
d) Cycle Counting; 
e) Customer Order Cancellation/ 
f) Vendor Early Deliveries. 
In fact, not all of the existing MRP II packages on 
the market can satisfy all these requirements. The 
handling of alternative parts is a typical example that 
many other packages cannot resolve. However, the company 
still has a better option of allocation by model to cope 
with this problem. 
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Some issues can be classified as business issues 
that the company has to cope with whether she has a MRP 
II system or not: 
a) Forecast Fluctuation (Time Fencing)； 
b) Long Lead Time of Components (Material Buffering); 
These required the management of the company to make 
strategic decisions on how to handle these. Such 
decisions can then be translated into the parameters in 
the MRP II system or Policies and Procedures so that 
people can follow. 
The rest of the issues are related to effective 
management of large volume activities. Most of the 
corrective actions suggested employ the 20-80 rule which 
is very similar to the ABC Classification. Management 
attention should be focused on the top 20 percent of the 
related items as these usually accounted for 80 percent 
of the total problem. 
As a summary, the MRP II system that XYZ Company is 
using still has room for further improvement. However, 
most of the problems related to inventory control are not 
caused or limited by the system. Non-software-related 
issues are, in fact, the major causal for the inventory 
problems in Company XYZ. How engineering changes can be 
implemented without affecting inventory? How effects of 
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forecast fluctuations can be minimized or prevented? How 
to justify inventory write off to management? How to 
buffer long lead time material to cope with short lead 
time orders? All these are questions that the software 
of MRP II system cannot answer. 
In fact, the MRP II system is one of the tools that 
we can use to implement answers to these questions. For 
example, if buffering is decided and details can be 
worked out, the quantity to buffer on each item can then 
be maintained in the MRP II system. The system will 
consider this as a demand and plan for it automatically. 
However, MRP II system is not the complete answer to 
your inventory problems. To enable an MRP II system to 
provide the maximum benefits (including but not limited 
to inventory reduction) , the company must also have a 
comprehensive policies and procedures, a commitment on 
sufficient resources (e.g. MIS staff and hardware 
resources) , and a commitment on training programmes and 
related expenses. A full time system administrator to 
look after and control the overall system (including 
software, hardware, and related logistics) is also 
suggested. This list is by no means exhaustive. 
Besides, from the issues discussed, the following 
listed factors are also worth considering if one is going 
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to select a new, or replace your existing MRP or MRP II 
software package: 
a) Selection of platform and software: 
As can be seen from the case itself, XYZ Company 
uses a central mainframe to run its MRP II software. The 
limited resource handicapped further development. Trend 
on the market of computer system is towards distributed 
data processing. If a package running on Local Area 
Network can satisfy your needs already, then do not 
consider the mainframe area. This will increase your 
flexibility in future expansion also. 
The inability of the MRP II system of XYZ Co. to 
allow concurrent batch processing and on-line data entry 
is another major bottle-neck. Try and see if the 
software and hardware combination is capable of doing so 
when you are selecting among different products. This 
avoids batch processing eating into on-line window when 
more and more enhancements are added to the system. 
b) Computer Language Used: 
The computer language that is used in creating the 
MRP II system is another consideration. System developed 
using Forth Generation Language or for open systems are 
usually more accessible using other available utilities. 
This somehow may save your future expenses and efforts in 
performing specific enhancement or data manipulation by 
n o n-expert staff. Such system also allows higher 
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flexibility to entertain ad hoc requests for one time 
only analysis. 
Of course, among the features offered by various MRP 
and MRP II packages, you need to identify those features 
you required definitely, those you would like to have, 
and those that are irrelevant to your applications. This 
will definitely help you in making a good choice. 
Figure 1 
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 Sssi^sn UM MS udLSss ！isas Sse Totiotv 胁傘 Toti» 
123 二 S ^ J ^ « 2 1.400000 1.0000 0.0200 1.0200 0.029200 1.480200 20 24 L 2 10280000 0 0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 ]ll a S S
 L 2
 M OIdOOO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
!!!
 1 2
 ,2.810000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0 000000 20 
！！? ？ ! C ^ A N E R T C S - F f € O N - L 2 41.014400 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
\ 2 1 ？ ? ? A R A L W T E ISTDM KG G 2 0.146000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
»®200000610 HARDENER I8T0I-0.8 KG G 2 0.196000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
^PEPAreF I M 2 0.022000 0.4000 0.01C0 0.4100 0.000362 0.000152 20 
J?? THINNER 5060 L 2 16.402000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
" I 3 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 0 THINNER 426 L 2 8.333300 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 20 
H I 1 8 0 0 0 1 0 2 2 0 0 PE FILM 0.036TX1300W M 2 0.760000 0.0021 0.0000 0.0021 0.000016 0.001600 16 
133 03710004000 INSUL-81 RBR12X16 PC 2 0.306000 3.0000 0.0300 3.0300 0.009160 0.Q24160 16 
134 18000102210 STFETCH RLM 0.025TX460W M 2 0.210000 0.0600 0.0006 0.0665 0.000120 0.012210 10 
135 04000403470 CARTON PAPER PC 2 0.476000 0.1000 0.0010 0.1010 0.000476 0.047076 10 
136 190S6400S11 P0LVBAG-ANT1 660X400X60 PC 2 0.406000 0.0633 0.0006 0.0641 0.000412 0.041646 10 
137 36800000660 FIBRE BOARO 1000X1206MM PC 2 U . 0 6 0 6 0 0 0.0014 0.0000 0.0014 0.000223 0.022606 10 
138 36800000330 FOUR WAY PALLET PC 2 144.000000 0.0014 0.0000 0.0014 0.002018 0.203616 10 
139 03000367000 LABEL-SHIPPING MARK PC 2 0.740000 0.0028 0.0000 0.0028 0.000041 0.002113 10 
140 03800105600 LABEL (COMPUTER PfVNT) PC 2 0.026000 1.0000 0.0200 1.0200 0.000600 0.026600 10 
141 36800000070 PLASTIC CORNER PC 2 0.064000 0.0112 0.0001 0.0113 0.000000 0.000060 10 
142 36800000030 BANDING CUPS PC 2 0.027200 0.0066 0.0000 0.0060 0.000001 0.000163 10 
143 36800000020 BANDING TAPE M 2 0.160000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 10 
144 04000403460 PAFTTITION (B| PC 2 1.200000 0.6834 0.0068 0.6802 0.007000 0.707000 10 
145 04S00301451 SHimNG CARTON PC 2 7.360000 0.0167 0.0001 0.0108 0.001220 0.124141 10 
146 04000404100 CORR PARTITION (A| PC 2 1.200000 0.2600 0.0026 0.2626 0.003000 0.303000 10 
147 8S153000040 Al ASSY KIT 283 PC 1 0.000000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
148 8S103300910 MATCHED IC-FEG A8431 PC 1 0.000000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
140 86103300900 MATCHED TL431AIPC1003 PC 1 0.000000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000000 0.000000 O 
150 86300400360 HEATSINK ASSY PC 1 0.000000 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
161 86301601720 ASSY PALLET PACKING PC 1 0.000000 0.0014 0.0000 0.0014 0.000000 0.000000 0 
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